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1. Introduction. Bockstein [6], Cartan and Eilenberg [2], Kelly [7], Dold [8]

and MacLane [5], among others, have proved the Kiinneth Theorem for two

chain complexes of abelian groups under various hypotheses. MacLane [4]

proves an analogous theorem for three complexes and Bockstein [1], [9] states

and proves an analogue for n complexes (under unnecessarily strong hypotheses,

as it turns out). The purpose of this paper is to prove, under relatively weak

hypotheses, a multiple Kiinneth formula for n chain complexes of abelian groups

(n ^ 2) which subsumes and, in part, extends all of these previous results.

If X1 and K2 axe (not necessarily positive) chain complexes of abelian groups

such that H(Tox(Kl, K2)) = 0, then the Kiinneth Theorem states that there is a

split exact sequence:

ß
(1)   0->H(Kl) ® H(K2)-> H(Kl ® K2) "-» Tor (//(K1), H(K2)) -» 0

in which the maps a and ß axe natural, but the splitting map y is not. Thus the

homology of K1 ® K2 is the direct sum of the (left) derived functors of

H(KX) ® H(K2). A proof is given in Dold [8] and Kelly [7] ; Cartan and Eilenberg

[2] obtain the sequence, but not the splitting; MacLane [5] obtains the split

sequence under the stronger assumption that one of the complexes is torsion-

free.

In MacLane [4] the well-known description of the functor Tor (A, B) by gener-

ators and relations is extended to define a functor Tor(^4,ß, C) of three variables.

Another functor Txip (A, B,C) is defined as a certain quotient of the direct sum

TorL4,B) ® C ®Tox (B,C) ® A ® Tor (A, C) ® B and the following theorem

is proved.

Triple Künneth Theorem. // X1, K2, and K3 are complexes of abelian

groups, two of which are torsion-free, then  then is a  chain of subgroups:

P0 cz Px czP2 = H(Kl ®K2® K3) for which there are natural isomorphisms

of graded groups :
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7/(X1)®/T(X2)®H(X3) S P0;

Trip(//(X'),i/(X2),H(X3)) S PJPo;

Tor(H(KX),H(K2),H(K3))   S  P2/P,.

It is also shown that Trip and Tor are in fact the first and second (left) derived

functors of the triple tensor product A ® B ® C. Although it is not proved there,

it is in fact true that H(KX ® X2 ® X3) ^P0®PylP0® P2 /Pi, i.e., the homology

of X1 ® X2 ® X3 is the direct sum of the (left) derived functors of

H(KX)®H(K2)®H(K3).

Bockstein ([1], [9]) has extended these concepts by defining inductively for

each k ^ 2 groups Tor(A1,---,Ak) and for each i (1 z% i *¿ n) groups

Mult/yl1, •■■,A") (which is a certain quotient of the direct sum

I,ToriAs',---,As')® A" ® ■■■ ® Ar"~\

the sum being taken over all permutations {s1; ---.s,, *•,,-•-,>•„_,■} of 1,•••,/. for

which Sy < s2 < •■• < s¡ and rY < r2 < ■■• < rn_). It is stated and proved that

for n torsion-free complexes Ky,--,K„,

n

7/(X1®---®X")= Z   Multi(H(X1),---,//(X")).
¡=i

However, Bockstein's statement that the theorem is not true if only n — 1 of

the complexes is torsion-free is incorrect. [This statement is based essentially on

an example in the case n — 2; but the example is false (a minus sign is omitted in

computing the boundary of X ® L).] As we shall show below an even stronger

conclusion holds under considerably weaker hypotheses; furthermore we shall

show that the functors Mult^X1, ■•■,A") are (after a change of indices) precisely

the   (left)   derived   functors   of   the   n-fold   tensor   product   A1 ® ••• ® A".

Hereafter we shall use the following terminology. For any given n ^ 2 we define

the functor Mult"(Al,---,A") to be the ¿th (left) derived functor of the n-fold

tensor product A1 ® ■■■ ® A", i.e.,

Miúf¡iAl,-,A") = tf/X1 ® ••• ® X"),

where for each r, Kr is a free resolution of Ar. In situations where no confusion

can arise we shall often write Mult, in place of Mult,".

The most general approach to the question is given by Cartan and Eilenberg

[2] (and also in MacLane [5]). For any complexes K1,---,K" they define the

so-called hyperhomology group ^(X1® •••® X") to be the graded group

H(Kl ® ••• ® X"), where each Xr is a double complex projective resolution (in

their sense) of the complex Xr (r = l,—,n) and the homology group is taken

relative to the total differential in X1 ® ••■ ® K". Furthermore they show that there
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are two spectral sequences (denoted I and II) both converging to ££(K' ® ■ ■ ■ ® K"),

and having the initial terms :

l2p,q= Hp(Multnq(Kl,-,K")),

II2,, =   Z MultyH^K1), -,HPn(Kn)),

where the sum is taken over all n-tuples (px,---,p„) such that Z"=1pf = p.

In the case n = 2 [and hence Mult" = Tor] there is, for any two complexes of

abelian groups X1 and K2, an exact sequence:

(2) 0 -* H(Kl) ® H(K2) -* Se(Kx ® K2) ->■ Tor^X1),//^2)) - 0.

It is shown that if HÇTox^1, K2)) = 0, then ^(K1® K2) is naturally isomorphic

to H(Ky ® K2) and the sequence (2) reduces to the usual Kiinneth sequence (1).

No statement is made about either of the sequences (1) or (2) splitting.

In this paper we shall prove the following multiple Kiinneth formula, which

generalizes the previous results for complexes of abelian groups and also shows

the relationship between the hyperhomology group and the derived functors of

the n-fold tensor product.

Theorem 1.1. IfK1,--,K" are chain complexes of abelian groups, then

there is an isomorphism of graded groups:

»-i
^(K1 ® - ® K") ^ Z   Mu.t,;(//(X1),---,.f/(Xn));

> = o

in particular,

■!^(X1i®-®|Xn) 2   Z   ZMult^(/ipi(X1),-,^(X'")))
¡=o

where the second sum is over all n-tuples (px,---,p„) such that Zr = iPr — k — i.

The isomorphism is not natural; however, it induces natural maps

f0: Mult0(H(X1),->//(X"))^^(X1® -® X"),

and for 0 < i ^ n — 1,

/,: Mult?(ií(X1),-",.fí(X"))^Cokernel /_,.

Corollary 1.2. IfKl,--,Kh are chain complexes of abelian groups such that

H(Mt\lt1(K\ ■■■,!?)) = 0    for all 0 < i ^ n - 1,

then Theorem 1.1 remains true if£C(Kl® ■■■ ® X") is replaced byH(K1®--- ®K").

Corollary 1.3. If K1,---,K"are chain complexes of abelian groups, then

the hyperhomology group ¿¿'(K1® ■■■ ® X") is completely determined by

#(X1),-,tf(Xn).
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Corollary 1.3 follows immediately from the theorem. Under the hypotheses of

Corollary 1.2 the spectral sequence I associated with ¿£(Kf ® ■■■ ® K") collapses

and thus there is a natural isomorphism (for each k)

I2;0 = H(Kl ® ■■■ ® X") g ^(X1 ® ■■■ ® K").

It should be noted that if n — 1 of the complexes X1, •■•,Kn ate torsion-free, then

Mult%K\---,Kr) = 0   for all i > 0;

thus the hypotheses of Corollary 1.2 are fulfilled in this case. For n = 2 this states

the obvious fact that To^X1, X2) = 0 if one of X1, X2 is torsion-free. For larger n

the statement follows by (double) induction on i and n from the exact sequence :

0 -> X1 ® Multp^X2, -,X") -» Mult"(X\ •••,X")

-* Tox(K\ M\iltn~\(K2, ...,K"))-> 0.

This is just the Kiinneth sequence (1) applied to the complexes X1 and

(X2® ■•• ® X"), where each K' is a free resolution (in the usual sense) of

Xr (r=l,-,n).

Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1. For each r (r = 1,2, •■•, n) let

Kr be a double complex projective resolution of Xr, as defined in Chapter XVII

of [2] : denote the two boundary operators in Xr by d\ and dr2. Then it follows

from the definition of Rr that Xr is free and H(Kr)^H(Kr) (naturally). Also,

by definition,

^(X1®---® Kn) = H(Kl®-®Rn),

where the boundary in   X1 ® •■• ® X" is given by

(3) d    = dx + d2,

where
n

d,  =   Z   (-1)*1® ••• ®l®i/r®l®---®l;
r = l

d2 = Z (-i)*i®---®i®4®i®---®i;
r = l

and ( — 1)* is the usual sign determined by the standard sign convention, as

given by Cartan and Eilenberg [2, Chapter IV, §5]. If we consider each Xras a

single complex with boundary d\ + d'2, then X1® ••• ® X" is a complex in the

usual way with boundary

n

Z   ( - 1)*1 ® ••• ® 1 ® (d\ + dr2) ® 1 ® ••• ® 1.
r = l

This is the same "total boundary" as (3).
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It follows that in order to prove the theorem it will suffice to show that for any

torsion-free complexes KX,---,K", there is an isomorphism of graded groups:

n-l

(4) H(Kx®---®Kn)^ Z   Multî(H(K1),-,H(Kn)).
t=0

Fo if there is such an isomorphism and we apply it in the case of X1,---, X" (as

above) then we obtain Theorem 1.1.

We now proceed to prove the existence of the isomorphism (4). §§ 2-4 are

devoted to developing machinery for this purpose. Although the basic idea under-

lying the proof given in Bockstein [9] is substantially the same as the idea used

here, his procedure and technique differ somewhat and his final result is consid-

erably weaker.

2. Definitions and notation. We assume that the definition of a Bockstein

spectrum and any necessary properties of spectra are known (see [3])(x). An

important example of a Bockstein spectrum is the so-called homology spectrum

of a (not necessarily positive) chain complex X of torsion-free abelian groups.

It is denoted {íí(X, m)} and consists of the groups //(X) = H(K, 0) and

H(K ® Zm) = H(K, m) (for all m > 0), together with the coefficient homomorphisms

(for each m,k ^ 0)

X? : H(K, mk) -» H(K, m)     (mk £ 0),

¡Ck ■ H(K> m)   -» H(K, mk)   <mk > 0)

induced by the canonical maps Zmk -* Zm and Zm -* Zmk (with Z0 = Z), and the

Bockstein connecting homomorphism u™'■ H(X, m) -* i/(X) (m > 0) induced by

the exact sequence 0->Z^>Z-»Zm-+0. Note that u" has degree — 1 and that

all other A's and /i's have degree 0.

Definition 2.1. If (Br,rÀ,ru) (r = 1,2, ■■■,n) are Bockstein spectra, then their

tensor product B1 ® ■•■ ® B" is the group [ Z mà0Bm ® ••• ® B"m\IS, where S is

the subgroup generated by all elements of the following forms [where

x* e Blm, y' e B'mk, and ( — 1)* is the sign determined by the standard sign convention

(as given by Cartan and Eilenberg [2, Chapter IV, §5])]:

i-\)*lXlkyl ® ••»®r-1Af/-1®xr(8>'+1Af/+1® -®"A£y Ii
(1) s

- (- 1)V ® ••• ® yr_1 ® A/® /+1 ® ••• ® / (for each r = 1,2, -,n);

(2) Z   i-l)*x1®-®xr-1®Xßoxr®xr+1®--®xn.
r=l

In the sequel we shall often denote the tensor product ß1®---®ß"

(of groups, complexes, or spectra) by &)1=yB'.

(t) The concept of Bockstein spectrum (with somewhat different terminology) was first

used by Bockstein and by J. H. C Whitehead [10].
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If u is a cycle of a complex X, | u | denotes its degree and n(u) denotes its homol-

ogy class in H(K). If du = mû, then n(u ® lm) denotes the homology class of the

m-cycle u ® lm in H(K,m). If K1, •••,K" axe chain complexes of torsion-free

abelian groups, we define a grading on the spectra tensor product

<g)?=1{H(X', m)} by defining the degree (of the class of) a generator

n(ul®lm)®---®n(u''®lm) (u'eK'; du' = mû) of ®?=xH{K',m) to be

I«1! +| u2\ + ■■■ 4-1 ti"| - 1 if m>0 and I«11 + - + | u" | if m = 0. (Note
that this is consistent with the relations imposed by Definition 2.1 on theTgroup

Z^oCtg^i^x»].)

3. The isomorphism theorem. The first step in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to

express H( (g) "¡ = x X1) as a tensor product of Bockstein spectra as follows.

Theorem 3.1. IfX1 ,---,K" are chain complexes of torsion-free abelian groups,

then there is an isomorphism of graded groups:

(g) {H(Kl,m)}    3   h(®K'\.
1=1 \i=1 /

Proof. For each m ^ 0 define a map

F(m): (¿H(Kl,m)-^//(¿X'l
i=l \/=l        /

as follows. If m = 0, then

F(0) = a: ® H(K')-¡>h( ¿ X'V
i=l \i=l       /

where a is the homology product map given by

a["(ux)® ••■ ® nWf] = »(u1 ® ••• ® u").

If m > 0, then F(m) is the composition:

(g) H(Kl,m) -^ H(Kl ® ••• ® K",m) -^-+ h((¿ k'\,
i-i \ ¡ = i    /

where a is the homology product (modm) and ô™ is the Bockstein connecting

homomorphism induced by the exact sequence 0->Z-3Z->Zm-+0. Hence the

F(m) define a map

F:   Z!    [¿//(X'.m)]   -^//(¿X')
o   L¡=i J \i=i     /

A direct calculation (keeping in mind that the maps p™ have degree — 1 and all

other maps have degree 0) shows that F(S) = 0, where S is the subgroup of
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Definition 2.1. Hence /'induces a well-defined homomorphism F on the quotient

Tmio[^i-MK\m)-\IS, i.e.,

F:  ¿  {H(K',m)} -> h( ® Kl )
/ = i \<=i        /

Since F(m) has degree 0 for m = 0 and degree — 1 for m > 0, F is a map of

graded groups. To show that F is an isomorphism, it suffices to consider the case

in which X1,-»-,XB are elementary complexes. In fact, the lemmas in the Appendix

of [31 (extended to arbitrary n in the obvious way) show that we need only consider

the case in which Xr (r = 1, •••, n) is the complex (in dimensions 1 and 0):

»a

Z(a[)-> Z(aro ),       where da[ = pUraó

(p  prime,  0 < Uy ^ u2 z% ••• z% un).

It can be verified that for each r(r — !,»•»,n) we have

Hx(Kr) = 0;        H0(K')=ZMn(ao));

m
Hy(Kr, m) = Z(m¡pur)(n(sa\ ® 1J), where s = , ;

HoiK',m)= Z(m.A)(n(^ ® 1J).

In dimension 1, p"k and AJJ* are the maps:

i: z(m,pun-> z(mk,p"n       (k > Q)>

kn:  Z(mkpur)-> Z(mpun (k^O),

where k = k/(k, p"rj(m,p"r)); i and n   are   the   canonical   injection   and   pro-

jection of cyclic groups, fig (which has degree — 1) is the injenction

t»    Z(.m.pu'-)      -> Zp"--

In degree 0, pZk and A ™* are the maps :

k\:  z(m,Pun  -> z(mk,p"n (k> 0; k as above);

7t:     Z(mk,pUr) * Z(m,p"n-

We shall use the following notation. Let n ^ 2 be a fixed integer; for each in-

teger i, Oá i £ n let J(i) be the set of all n-tuples (jx, ■•-,/„) such that eachyt = 0

or 1 and Z" = iA= i. Let J(i)czJ(i) be the set of n-tuples with first entry 0;

let J(i) <zzj(i) be the set of n-tuples with first entry 1. For a given element

(Jir--,jn) of J(i), let e(/c)= ¿Zr<kjr (for k= 1,—,»); denote by ijy, ■■■,0k, ••-,;„)

[resp. Oi,•••,!•;,•••J„)] the n-tuple obtained by replacing jk with 0 [resp. 1]

(for k = l,-..,n).
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If/ =Ui,";j«)eJ{i), let x(j) = x(jx,---, ;„) be the generator a)l ® af2 ® •••®a"n

of ( (g)" = ! Xr)r Then the boundary map

s-(é)Kry —>(¿^r) j

is given by

(1) d[x(jx,-,j„)] =  t (-iy(k)jkpUkx(jx,-,Ok,...,jn).
fc = 1

[N.B. This statement is not quite accurate, since ifjk = 0, then x(jx,---,0k,---,j„) is

a generator of ({g>" = iXr),- and not of (^" = iKr)i-i ; however, in this case the

coefficient of x{jx, •••, 0k, ■■■, /"„) in (1) is zero and we can consider

( - l)'mJdf*xUi. ■ ■ ■> 0t, • ■ • ,L) = 0 as an element of ( fg)nr = x Xr),-,.]

It is clear that (®%x Kr)¡ = Z, eJa) Z(x(j)). Hence every element of ( (g)". iK*),

can be written as a finite sum Z,-ej(,)t(j)x(j) (t(j)eZ). It follows from (1) that

Z t(j)x(j)
j « J(0

=   Z   y(j),
A«-U

3

where for j = (jx, ■ ■•,;„) e J(i - 1),

yij) = y(ji,--,j„)

(2)
= Z (-i)E(fc)(i -;»)i^i(/1,-,ilk,-jj*üi,-,it,-jj.

*=i

There is the same sort of inaccuracy here as in (1) above and we use the same

convention   to   eliminate  it.]

If i z% n — 1 and / = (0,/2, ■■■,fn)e J(i) we define the element

•*(/) = x(0,/2, ■-,]„)=    Z   t(j)x(j)

of ((g" = iXr), as follows:

<])= i;

t(j) = { - i)W)+iy»-«<     (ê(fc) determined by /)

provided j = (l,j2, •••,;„) e J(i) and

for some value k, 1 < k ^ n,

jr =f, for 1 < r # /c and fk = 1, ;"t = 0;

i(;) = 0 for all other j e J(i).

A direct calculation, using (2), shows that for any feJ(i), dx(f) = Q; hence

r,(xW) e H^U.IC).
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Lemma  3.2. If X1,•■•,X'1 are elementary  complexes  as  described   above,

then for each i,0z%iz%n — l,

//,(¿X')   =       Z Zp«.(n(x(J))).
Vr=1       I JeJ«)

Proof. If Zj e j(i)t(j)x(j) is a cycle of (®" = 1Xr);, then by (2) above we have

for each (jx,---,j„)eJ(i — 1) a relation:

(3) îi- l)fW(l -h)pUktiJi,-,h,-,j„) = 0.
k = l

If (l,/2, ■■■J„)eJii), the relation (3) associated with (0,7"2, ■•■Jl)eJii — 1) is:

p"'til,J2, -Jn) +  Z ( - 1)EW(1 -Jk)pUkt(0,j2,~; lk,-,f) = 0;
fc = 2

hence we have:

(4) Kl,j2, -,;„)= -   Z (- 1)S<*>(1 -JUPUk~UiK0J2,-,lk,-,j„).
fc=2

Relation (4) shows that for every cycle T,JeJU)tiJ)xij) of (®r"=1 Xr),- the

coefficients t(j) are completely determined by the integers t(j) with /e J(i). Thus in

order to obtain a set of generators for the cycles of ((g)" = 1 Xr)¡, we proceed as

follows. For each feJ(i), set i(J) = 1 and í(/) = 0 for7'e/(¿), j^;'; then use

relation (4) above to determine the values of '(j) for jeJii) in order that

HjejXi)t(j)x(j) be a cycle. But a careful examination shows that this is precisely

how the elements x(J) [/e JQ)'] were defined above. In other words, {x(/) | 7 e /(/)}

is a set of generators for the cycles of ( 0" = x Kr)¡.

The boundaries in (0" = i^r)¡ are generated by the images of the elements

x(j) [j e J(i + 1)]. Since in each complex Xr (r = 1, •••, n) the boundary operator

involves multiplication by pUr= pUi ■ pUr~Ui it follows that a necessary condition

for an element H¡ B jXixtij)xif) to be a boundary is that p"' | t(j) for every j eJ(i).

Consequently, all of the cycles xYj) [/e/(0] have distinct homology classes since

the difference of any two would have some coefficients i(/) = ± 1 (and pui > 1

since ux>0). Furthermore, if / = (0,/2,••-,/„)e/(i), then (l,/2, — ,/JeJtf + 1)

and <3x(l,/2, •••,/„) = i>"'x(j). Since no smaller multiple of x(/)can be a boundary

the conclusion of the lemma follows.

Now for each i, 1 5Í i z% n, letj = il,j2,---,j,)eJii) and define ß/to be the group

HxiK1,p"i)®HJ2iK2,pUi)® - ® HJn(K",p'")= <g) Hjk(K\p^).
k=l

Let ß(/)= E/.yin-Bj; let R(0) = (gj^jHoíXO; and let R(i) = 0 for all  other

values of i. Note that 5(0) is a cyclic group of order p"' generated by
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>l(ao)®r¡(a2o)®--®n(a'¿),

and for 1 ^ i í£ n, j = O'i, •■•,/'„) e-/(0> B) is a cyclic group of order p"1 generated by

n(alh® 1P»0 ® r¡(a22 ® lp«,) ® • • • ® n(aI ® 1,«,);

we shall denote this generator by y(jx,---,j„) [/e.7(¡)]-

Lemma 3.3. If K1,";K" are elementary complexes as described above,

then the group Zi#1 B(i) is a complete set of representatives of the quotient

group Zmso[(g)'r=i#CKr>m)]/'S (where S is the subgroup of Definition 2.1).

In other words, every element of the group Zm>o[(g)" = i #CKr>'M)j can be

identified (modulo the subgroup S) with an element of the group Zf*i B(i).

Proof. By using the relations (1) of Definition 2.1 it is immediately verified

that for m > 0 every element of (g) "„ x H0(Kr, m) is congruent to zero (modulo S)

and every element of the groups

Ho(K\m) ® ■■■ ® H0(Kk-\ m) ® Hx(Kk, m) ® H0(Kk+ \ m) ® ••• ® H0(Kn, m)

(for k = l,2,---,n) is identified (modS) with an element of B(0).

For i =£ 0,1 we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 in the Appendix of [3],

using greatest common divisors. It follows that  every generator of

ZÍ(¿ H(K\m)]
m=Olr=l J

of total degree i is identified (modS) with an element of the group

,,, Z     HJl(K1,C(j))®-®HJ(Kn,C(j)),
K->) j e J(i)

where  j = (jx,---,jk)eJ(i)   and   C(j)   is   the   greatest common   divisor   of

{/kU = i}.
We now use relation (2) of Definition 2.1 to show that every element of the

group (5) can be identified (mod S) with an element of the group B(i). Recall

that J(i) = J(i) (jJ(i)- If 7 = (Jit ■"»i«)s/(0, then jx = 1 by definition and hence

C(j) = p"'; therefore

HjfK'lcU)) ® - ® HJn{K", C(j))

is just the group B)czB(i).

If j = (jx, ••-,/„) e'J;, then jx = 0. Consider the map

D(j) = z ( - iymi ® - ® i ®kxykpC® 1 ® - ® 1.
k = l

Apply   DO')   to   the   generator   y(i,j2,---,jn)eB{tj2.¡y   Note    that    for

n(akx®lpul)eHx(K\p"'),
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"¿h VrTwOÎ ® lp»0 = «(«o ® V') e H0iKk,pu');

also

fcA0p«1VopU¥4®lp«0 = 0.

It follows that

öO-)[v(L72,-J„)]=X0,72,-,7„) +   Z   i-iy(k)jkyil,j2,-,0k,-,j).
k = 2

But by relation (2) of Definition 2.1

ö(7)[v(L72,-Jn)]=0(modS).

Consequently each yij) [ / e J(i) ] is identified (mod S) with a linear combination

of elements yif)  [/eJ(i)]. Since each y(/)eB(0, the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3.3 shows that the group

¿)  {HiK\m)} =    Z   \¿ HiKr,m)]/s
r=l mgO     Lr=l J7

is (a quotient group of) the group Z,#iR(0» where R(i) (i > 0) is generated by

the elements yif) [je/(/)].

It is clear that the map F induces an isomorphism

B(0) = ¿ H(Kr) -^-> Hoi ®Kr)  .

r=l \   r=l /

For i > I a direct calculation shows that for each7=(l,./2,---,7n)6^(i).

Fly(j)~\ = i(x(o,j2,-Jn));

the    element    n(x(0j2, ■•-,/,))> as  was  shown  above,    is    a    generator    of

Since for any (0,j2,---,j„)eJ(i-l), we have (1,72, ■■-,}„)sJii) and

F[v(l,j2,---Jn)] = »?(*(0,/2, -"»A))

it follows that /induces an isomorphism of B(i) onto H¡ _ x( (g)" = t Xr). Consequently

/ induces an isomorphism

Z   B(¿) = -r/(<¿ Xr).
i#l \r=l /

It follows that the  group 0"=1{77(Xr, m)}  must  be  precisely  the group

Z,* 1-0(0 and that the map F induced by F on the quotient

Z   í¿ H(K',m)]/s = ¿ {H(K',m)}
miO   Lr = l J/ r = l
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is an isomorphism of graded groups:

F:¿    {H(Kr,m)}^H(c¿Kr).
r=l \r=l /

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

We remark that all of the constructions for products given for n — 3 in the

last part of [3] now carry over without difficulty to the case of arbitrary n.

A. The Universal Coefficient Theorem. The next step in the proof of Theorem

1.1 is to replace each of the homology spectra {H(Kr, m)} (r = 1,•••,«) with a

suitable isomorphic Bockstein spectrum. We do so as follows.

Theorem 4.1 (Universal Coefficient Theorem). If K is a chain complex

of torsion-free abelian groups and A is an abelian group, then there is a split

exact sequence:

a ß

0->H(K)®A-> H(K®A)-»   Tox(H(K),A)-> 0,
5 P

where a.\r\(u) ® a] = n(u ® a) for u e Z(K), ae A. The maps oc and ß are natural

in X and A; the maps 5 and ß are natural in A (but not in K).

Except for the statement about the naturality of ä and ß (the proof of which

can easily be supplied) this is just Theorem V.ll of MacLane [5]. If A is any

abelian group and m > 0 is an integer, mA is the subgroup {aeA | ma=0}; we

set 0A = 0.

Corollary 4.2. If K is a chain complex of torsion-free abelian groups, then

for each m > 0 there is a split exact sequence:

0 ■-+ H(K)lmH(K) —% H(K,m) -?—* mH(K)-+ 0,

where ¿o is the Bockstein connecting homomorphism and nAf](u) + mff(X)]

= >K"®1J OeZ(X)].

Proof.   In Theorem 4.1 let A = Zm; then i/(X)®^ is the group

H(K) ® Zm s H(K) I mH(K).

It follows that the first map in the displayed sequence is n% as stated. Similarly,

Tor(H(X),.4) = Tor(H(X),Zm)^mff(X). The fact that the second map in the

sequence is ôô follows from the description of the map ß (of Theorem 4.1) given

in Proposition V.10.6 of MacLane [5].

Hereafter we shall denote the group H(K)¡mH(K) by H(K)m.
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Corollary 4.3. If K is a chain complex of torsion-free abelian groups, then

for each m = 0 there is an isomorphism

Cm:H(K,m)^H(K)m®mH(K).

For m > 0 this is merely a restatement of Corollary 4.2 in a more convenient

form. Co is the identity map on H(K)0 ® 0H(X) = H(K) 0 0 = H(K). Note that

for m>0, C_1| ,„H(K) is the right inverse of ¿¿"(i.e., the map which splits the

sequence in Corollary 3.2) and therefore £_1: mHp-x(K)-y Hp(K, m).

The collection {H(K)m \ m 5: 0} = {H(K)m} can be considered as a Bockstein

spectrum with maps 2™* and /¿¡¡¡t induced by the identity map on H(K) and by

multiplication by k in H(K), respectively. Similarly {míí(X)} is the Bockstein

spectrum with maps %™k and ß™k induced by multiplication by k in H(K) and by

the identity map on H(K), respectively. We would like to define maps X and p. on

H(K)m ®mH(K) in such a way that it becomes a Bockstein spectrum.

Definition 4.4. If X is a chain complex of torsion-free abelian groups, (for

convenience) let Um = H(K)m®mH(K) [m £0;U0 - H(X)]. Let X%k: Umk-+Um

and /i™*: £/„, -» [/mt (mk > 0) be the maps:

llk®llk: H(K)mk®mkH(K)-> H(K)m®mH(K)

and

ídefi: H(K)m®mH(K)-> H(K)mk®mkH(K).

Let 1° : l/0 -» I7m (m > 0) be the composition :

H(K)    —> H(K)m-* H(K)m ® mH(K).

Let /i™ : Um-y U0 (m > 0) be the map :

Í05 + l?): H(K)m®mH(K)-> H(K),

where t™ : mH(K) -» H(X) is the inclusion map ; note that /Z0m ¡s the zero map.

Finally let f0 = /tg identity on U0 = H(K).

Proposition 4.5. If X is a chain complex of torsion-free abelian groups, then

{H(K)m ® mH(K)} with maps X and p. as in Definition A.A is a Bockstein spectrum.

Furthermore, if Çm (m ^ 0) is as in Corollary A3, then

Ç = {Q : {H(K, m)} -► {H(K)m ® mH(K)}

is an isomorphism of Bockstein spectra.

The proof of the first part is straightforward and is omitted. The last statement

means that Ç commutes with the various X's and p's; it follows from the com-

mutativity of the appropriate diagrams (and this depends on the naturality state-

ment in Theorem 4.1). Note that the spectrum {H(K)m ® mH(K)} is not the direct

sum spectrum {H(K)m} ® {mH(K)}. For the map po m this direct sum is given by
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(K + fio) = (0 + 0) = 0; but the map /£ = (ßS + Q in {//(X)m 0 mH(X)} need

not be zero.

5. The Multiple Kiinneth Theorem. We wish to obtain a conceptual description

of the derived functors Mult^A1,---^"). First, however, we need some notation.

The symbols mA and A„ have been used above. We now wish to "combine"

these symbols in the following manner. If A is an abelian group and (m, n) is a

pair of non-negative integers, one of which is zero and the other nonzero, we

denote by mA„ either the group mA (if m ^ 0) or the group A„ = A ¡nA (if n ^ 0) as

the case may be.

Suppose Oz^iSn and let J(i) be as above. If j =ijx,---,j„)e J(0, Al,--,A"

are abelian groups and m > 0 is an integer, then we denote by

A\n ® A2U) ® ■•■ ® Anu) = (g)?.yArU) the group

;,m^  (l-;,)m® J2mAXy-j2)m® "' ® j„m^(l -J„)m- '

If m = 0, we adopt the convention that jkmA\x _A)m = 0 if jk = 1, and = Ak if

jk = 0. Then we can denote by {AXJ)} the Bockstein spectrum {jkmAkx^Jk)m}, which

will be either the spectrum {mAk} ijk = 1) or the spectrum L4*} ijk = 0). We

denote by {AlU)} ® L4<2-)} ® ■■■ ® {A'^} =<S>r = x{Ara)} the tensor product of

these Bockstein spectra. Thus

é)K,,}=[Z     AlJ)®-®A(nJ)]lS
r=l LmgO J

(S as in Definition 2.1).

Theorem 5.1. If A1,••■,An are abelian groups then Multóla1, ••-,A")

= <g>;=iAr and for 0 < k ^ n - 1

Mult^1,-,An) = [    Z       {<•)} ® - ® {An(j)}]lEik),

where Eik) — 0 for k = n — 1 and otherwise Eik) is the image of the group

Zj-6j(f; + 2){^4(j)} ® ••• ® {A/)} under the map iinduced on a summand by)

n

Z   Z   I®---® l®jrgr®l®-® 1,
m&O     r=l

where for each m ^ 0, jrgr = 0 if jr = 0 and if jr = 1, jrgr is the composition:

mAr   -^-» Ar -> A'\mAT = Arm.

Proof. For each r, 1 g r ^ n, let Xr be a free resolution of ^4r. By definition

Mult,^1,--.,^") is the group JL/fg^.X').

By Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.5 there are isomorphisms F and Ç = £ ® • • • ® Ç

such that
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Cf-'iffC® X'W (g) {H(K',tn)}St (g)  {tf(XOm©m#(X')}.
\r=l / r=l r=l

The latter group is the quotient group of the group

Z      Z      Z     H(Kl)U)®--®H(K")(j)
¡ = 0    jeJ(i)     ">¿0

by the subgroup S (as in Definition 2.1).

It follows immediately from the definition of the maps X and p in

{H(Kr)m®mH(Kr)} (r = 1, •••,«) and from the relations (1) of Definition 2.1 that

every element of the subgroup

i
Z      Z      Z   #(X%)®-®tf(X',)0-)

i = 0   jeJ(i)    m SO

is identified (modulo S) with an element of the group (g)"= xH(Kr). Consequently,

H(0%xKr) is isomorphic to the quotient group of the group

(g) H(Kr)® Z      Z    Z     tf(XI)0.)®-®/i(X%.)
r = l 1 = 2    /eJ(i)m>0

by the subgroup (induced by) S.

Since the map F is induced by the map F which has degree — 1 (for m > 0)

and since

r1:miip-i(Xr)-»Hp(X',m)       (r = 1,2,-,»),

it follows that Hk((£)%xKr) (k = 0,l,---,n — 1) is isomorphic to the quotient

group of the group

Zffp/X1)®"-®HPn(X'')

(1) © Z       Z    Z      Z   tfP2(X1)a)®.--®tf,,n(X%)
i = 2      jeJU) mïO

(where the first sum is over all n-tuples (px, ••■,p„) such that Zr = iPr = k and the

fourth sum is over all n-tuples such that Z "= xpr = k — i + 1) modulo the relations

induced by the subgroup S.

The relations induced by S are of two forms (cf. Definition 2.1). Those of the

form (1) are precisely those needed to reduce the group (1) above to the group:

Z (¿ HPXK')) ®  Z        Z    Z   {H^KXJ ® - ® {HpfK")U)}

(first and fourth sums as in (1)).

The subgroup E induced by the relations of the form (2) (in Definition 2.1) is

the image of the group
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"Z Z Z     Z      »„(*%> ®».®fffc(JK%,
i = 2    ;e/(i + l) m>0

(the third sum being taken over all n-tuples such that H,%xpr = k — i + 1)

under the maps

Z   (-1)*1®---®1®7° 7¡°®1®-..®1.
r = l

Thus we conclude that Multk(Al,---,A") = Hk((g)'¿=xKr) is isomorphic to

the group

(2)  Z   ((g) HPr(K') ) ® \ Z     Z      Z {^.(X1),,,} ® ••• ® {HJX"),,,}] / E
\r = l / L¡ = 2   yeJ(i) J/

(first and fourth sums as in (1)).

However, Xr is a free resolution of A' (r — 1, ■■■, n); hence H¡(Kr) = 0 for i> 0

and H0(XP) s Ar. Applying these isomorphisms to the group (2), we obtain for

k = 0,

Mult0L41,.--,^) = #o(<g> Kr)= <S> Ar
\r = l /        r = 1

(in this case the second summand of (2) is empty). For 0 < k ^ n — 1, the only non-

zero case is that in which (px,---,pn) = (0,---,0); hence the only nontrivial sum-

mand in (2) is that in which i = k + 1 and we obtain

Multk(A\-,An) S [    Z     {AlU)} ® - ® {A»u)} 1 ¡E(k),

where E(k) is the image of E under the isomorphism. Under the isomorphism

the maps

rX°mrp£ : H(Kr, m)-> H(X0-> H(Kr, m)

become the maps jrgr as in the statement of the theorem. It is easily verified that

the group E(k) obtained here is precisely the group Ë(k) in the statement of the

theorem. [Note that E(n — 1) = 0 since, by definition, there are no elements in

J(n + 1).]

We are finally in a position for the

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We shall first assume that all n complexes are torsion-

free. In this case we may repeat the first part of the proof of Theorem 5.1 verbatim

(since all of the calculations up to the statement of the group (2) depend only

on the fact that the X rare torsion-free). Thus we have that Ht((g)" = xKr) is isomor-

phic to the group

(2')    Z ( ¿ HPr(X0) © [ Z      Z    Z {Hpl(K\n} ® • • ■ ® {HpfK\n]\ IE
\r = l /        Ll = 2    /•/(!) J/
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(where the first sum is over all n-tuples such that Z^ip. = k and the fourth over

all n-tuples such that Z"«jjP, = k — i + 1). For each n-tuple ipy,---,p„) we now

apply Theorem 5.1 (and change the index i to i — 1) and (2') becomes

Z   Multo(r/pi(X1),-,i/Pn(X"))0  Z    Z   Mult¡(/Tpi(X1),..-,/íp(Xn))
¡ = i

(where the first sum is over all n-tuples such that Z"= »p, = k and the third over all

such that Z "= ypr = k — i). [Recall that the group E of (2') was originally defined

on the homogeneous summands for each n-tuple (px,---,p„); hence in this case

E = Z E(k).~\ If we sum over k, we have

(3) ü(® xr) a'Z Muit-Cfl^1),-,»^")).
\r=l / ¡=0

This isomorphism induces maps

/0:Mult0(rí(X1),-,/í(X'1)) ->//(é *') i

/,: UvlyiHiK^-MK")) -> h(<8) X')/.Ç. Mult/TÍYX1), -, 7/(X")),

the latter being Cokernel/-,. The map/0 is just the homology product

a:   <g) H(Xr)   ->» Ji( <g) Xr \

r = l \r=l /

and is known to be natural. An examination of the isomorphism (3) shows that

the maps / are induced by the composition FÇ, _1[see p. 15]. The map£_1

is the map C_1 ® •" ® C_1> where for each r (r = 1, ■•-,«)

C : {H(Xr, m)} a {H(XOm © mH(Xr)}

[see Proposition 4.5]. From Corollary 4.2 it follows that £_1 is natural on

H(Xr)m, but not on mlT(Xr). However, the isomorphism induced by

T ' : mH(X0 = H(Xr, m) / 7T(X0m

is natural [it is the inverse of a natural isomorphism—cf. the naturality statements

in Theorem 4.1]. Thus F£-1 is natural up to a certain indeterminacy involving the

HiXOm- It follows from this fact that the maps f¡ are natural for i > 0.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1; for as remarked in §1 we need only

apply the results to the case of the double complex projective resolutions

X1, • -,RT (of complexes X1,- ■•, K). For each r, H(X') ^ /TYX1) and -SffX1® •■■ ®X")

= 7T(0P"=1XO.

Finally we assert that the functors Mt\ltiiAi,---,An) defined inductively in

Bockstein [9] (and denoted hereafter by B-Mult to avoid confusion) are in fact
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the  functors  Mult,--^1,■■■,A")  (as  defined  in   §1).   Bockstein  first   defines

Tor^1,--,^*) to be the abelian group generated by all symbols xh(a1,---,ak),

where a'eA and ha' = 0 (i = l,---,k), subject to the relations:

(1) Additivity in each argument a' (i = 1, ••-,&);

(2)     zh(mai,---,ma'~l ,a',ma' + 1, ••■,mak) =xmh(a1,---,aK)        (i = l,---,k)

(i.e. (1) and (2) are required to hold whenever both sides of the equation are

defined). B-MultfA1,---^") is then defined to be the abelian group

[Z Tox(As',--,Asl) ® Ari® •■• ® Ar-']/£(i),

where the sum is over all possible partitions S,R of the set {1,—, ft} such that

S={sx,--,s¡}, sx <s2< ■■■ <s¡, and R = {rx,r2,---,rn_t), rx<---<r„_¡;

E(i) = 0 if i = 0, n and for 0 < i < n, E(i) is the image of

Z Tox(Asl,---,As'*¡)®Ari®--®Ar"--1

under the map

T,,(as',"-,fls'tl)®ar'®---®ar"-'-1 -► dxh(aSi, ■-,aSr+l)® a" ® ••• ® ar"-<-',

where

dxh(a\-,ak)= Z (-l)qMl*i + -+qk + °xh(a\-,ai-\ai + \--,ak)®ai.
> = i

There is an isomorphism

C^B-Muit.^1,-",^')-^Multi.!^1,---,^")

given as follows. If

xm(as\--,as')® ari ® ■■■ ® ar"-'

is a generator of D-Mult,(^4 \---,A"), then each aSkemASk (k = l,---,i) and ar"

can be considered as representing an element of Ark/mArk= A'k (k = 1, ••-,(n — i)).

Thus the element a1 ® ■■■ ® a" can be considered as an element of the group:

j,mA(l-j,)m® •■• ® j„mA(i-jri)m,

where j = (jx,--- ,jn) is given by :

j, = 0       if te{rk\    l^k^n-i);

j, = 1       if te{sk\    l = /c^i}.

We therefore define

G[Tm(asl,-,as')®flr,®-®ar-')]

to be (the quotient class of) a1 ® ••• ® a" in the group
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K»}®-®Mô»}
(J determined as above). It is easily verified that G respects the defining relations

for the Tm(aSl, —,as<) and is a well-defined homomorphism

G: ZTorO-f',-,^')®^1®-®^"-'->» Z     ® {ArU)}

(first sum as in the definition of R-Mult).

If a1 ® ••• ® a" is an element of

jif»All - JOm ® ■ • • ® jnmA"l - ,„)„, (for j 6 J(0),

then there is an inverse map for G given by

G~1[a1®-®a"] = Tm(aSl,-,as')®ari®-®a'"-',

where Sy,---,s¡ are those indices k such that jk = 1 and the rlt,•••,rB-j are those

indices /c such that jk = 0.

One verifies that G_1 is well defined and that G~lG = 1 = GG'1. Hence G is

an isomorphism. Inspection shows that under the map G the subgroup £(0 is

mapped (up to signs on the homogeneous factors) into the subgroup £(/ — 1).

Similarly G_1 maps £(i — 1) into £(0- Hence G induces an isomorphism of quo-

tients, G. But the respective quotients are precisely the groups R-Mult.fyl1, —, A")

and Mxxlti-yiA \••», A"), which are therefore isomorphic.
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